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When I purchased the book, I didn't realize how simple the music would be. Even so, I really
enjoyed playing through the whole book. It seems to be lacking in dynamic notations, and I feel they
could have done more with the notation itself, adding more slurs where needed. Very plain, but still
fun. I'd say a middle schooler could perform everything in there. Everything is pretty much in first
position with the exception of a few short parts in third position that would be easily doable for
someone of a middle schooler's skill level.

A touch of background so you can see where I'm coming from.I just started playing about 10
months ago, so still fall pretty squarely in the beginner's category. I've also been listening to the
musical for about 20 years, so take both those biases into consideration ;)This book contains 9
songs - it's rather short, but manages to collect the best (imho) music.The arrangements are pretty
weak. You've got all the notes you need, but there are definitely areas where you should interpret it
in your own voice - dynamics and slurs in particular. Consider it a great stepping stone to building
the songs in your own - probably better way.As one reviewer noted, the songs are transposed. I

can't guarantee that, but to my ear, it feels about right. There are some spots where it should
probably be an octave lower, building to the higher ranges that are started with in the sheet music
included. Sight reading while listening to some Youtube covers makes this abundantly clear.It's
really not hard to pickup any of the songs included. At my skill level, I was able to take most of them
and make them sound pretty good with less than 10 minutes of practice. Rearranging and
transposing will take longer, but will be more satisfying. Some of the songs include some 3rd
position, but quite a few stay in 1st throughout.I would suggest this for fans who are starting out, and
want to be able to pickup and play. If you've been playing a while, it would be better to just listen
and learn to play by ear. It's still beautiful music, but this book doesn't quite do it justice. It is worth
the ~$6 it's selling for right now.

I'm in my late 20s and I always wanted to play the violin, so 6 months ago, I bought one and began
to teach myself using the Essential Elements 2000 series. I've been looking for music books to help
introduce some variety into my everyday practice routine. I love the music from The Phantom of the
Opera, which helps, because I know what the songs should sound like! It stays mostly in 1st
position; a few notes here and there go above (which I haven't gotten to yet), but the notes are easy
enough to figure out how to play and it doesn't happen too often. If you want to play along with the
movie soundtrack, you won't get very far- the songs are in a different key, so you can't effetively
play with it.For someone just starting out like me, this book is great- simple (yet still challenging in
some parts) and good for variety in an everyday practice routine. For more experienced players, this
book is probably too easy.

I recently began violin lessons, after years of playing the piano and guitar. The other reviewers are
right: this is definitely easy violin music. Most of the songs are in first position, and in the basic keys.
Although it may be remedial to some players, t was absolutely perfect for me. It's great to
supplement what I'm learning in my lessons, and the songs sound beautiful even with my
inexperienced playing.

These arrangements are approachable while still maintaining the recognizable melody from the
musical. Do be aware that the songs vary in difficulty and several require notes in third position in
beyond. I've been playing for a few months and can play several while others remain beyond my
ability. It really does help to have songs I enjoy and am familiar with, so that I know when I'm off with
the fingering or bowing.

Bought this book for my daughter who learning violin from school, she can read all notes by herself
and play most of the songs without asking her orchestra teacher, but I found that many of the songs
in this violin book are shorter than original, not complete song.

Well, I'm no expert but I was expecting a little more challenging sheet.Overall its a great print
version, easy to follow not too complexSadly there is no Piano accompaniment that's a shame10
Songs for almost 7 dollars it's a great dealI'm sure beginners will love it! (I'm a N00b too so..but still
can handle 3rd position just now and I want to put it on practice)Mainly I love the music of the night
and that was my reason to purchase it, but I'm sure all fans will love it.

Even though i'm not a huge fan of Phantom of the Opera, my friends are. They like listening to me
play these songs so they must be well/accurately arranged. They sound very nice and aren't too
difficult to play.
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